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OVERVIEW

A superb 2114m2 building plot for sale, situated in a
private gated development with exceptional sea views

This magnificent 2.114m2 Begur building plot to buy is unquestionably one of the
best plots currently on the market in the Costa Brava. Located in an upmarket,
private gated residential development in the exclusive area of Aiguablava, the plot
enjoys superb panoramic sea views to Aiguablava bay.

The plot is located at the end of a cul-de-sac so enjoys a high level of privacy and
tranquility. To the rear of the land is protected forest land, ensuring that the plot will
always maintain its unique tranquil surroundings. 

The plot enjoys a south easterly orientation and is totally flat.

Planning regulations state that it is possible to construct a single storey detached
property on the land. The maximum build size at ground floor level is 270m2 (with
50m2 of terraces) whilst a further 270m2 can be constructed at lower ground floor
level. The swimming pool can measure up to 70m2.

The community regulations state that 10% of the facade must be exposed stone.

There is an existing garage, located on the access drive beneath the property, for 2
cars. 

lucasfox.com/go/cbr3305

Sea views, Parking

Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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